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Abstract
For Bottom Of Basket (BOB) Loss-preventing for Modern Trade Retails camera indicates the items of shoplifting front end theft 
accounts of total in-store shrink. BOB shrink is particularly hard on a store’s margins since a single BOB item can often run for 
example, a 12-pack of paper towels, a large pack of diapers or a large box of laundry detergent. Just a single loss per lane per day 
can drive many profit loss for a large grocery chain. Numerous attempts have been made over the years to combat this problem,
the camera and detect sensor linkage at cashier land  can integrate with the POS and can recognize what the BOB items is and 
link it to the item’s UPC. That means they can ring up items before lost and can deter collusion, and can stop cashiers from 
ignoring that an item is on the bottom of the cart. Lastly, this research vision outlook on next future work activity that will use 
GUI and orientation product-safety protection sensor to synchronization the 3D visualization with mobile explorer as a real time 
product protection on Modern Trade retails location.
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1. Introduction
Shoplifting is the practice of stealing merchandise from retail establishments. Unfortunately, shoplifting is a 
serious and persistent problem for most retailers. An annual national retail security Survey reported in providence 
business news found that shoplifting accounted for one-third of retail losses and cost a total of $8.5 billion in 
1999.According to 5% of retail customers have the potential to shoplift [1]. Some of the most problematic are 
professional shoplifters, or boosters, who steal high-value items in order to resell them. Among the most commonly 
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stolen items are tobacco products, athletic shoes, brand-name clothing, small appliances, jewelry, leather goods, and 
food items [1], [2].
Retailers report that shoplifting has a significant effect on their bottom line, which is stated that about 0.6% of all 
disappears to the shoplifters. In 2001, it was claimed that shoplifting cost US retailers $25 million a day. Observers 
believe that industry shoplifting numbers are over half of by employee theft or fraud and the rest by patrons. Of 
course, if apprehended during the shoplifting, the merchandise is generally recovered by the retailers and there is 
often no loss to the store owner when the merchandise is surrendered to the store by the suspects. In addition, in 
many states retailers have the right to recover civil damages to cover the cost of providing security
The objective is to maximize profits through reducing retail theft, also known as shrinkage according to the 2006 
national retail security surveys, the retail operations suffered an average annual inventory shrinkage percentage of 
1.57% in 2006. According to the survey, shrink is divided into 5 categories:
x 46.8% from employee theft 
x 31.6% from shoplifting 
x 14.4% from  administrative error
x 3.75% from vendor error 
x 2.86% from unknown error
Although most retailers experience a shrink percentage of less than 2%, some smaller retailers often experience 
monthly and annual average shrinkage percentages as high as 20%.
Shoplifting costs retailers a great deal of money in terms of lost inventory, increased security measures, and 
higher legal expenses. It also affects store location, causing stores in high-theft areas to relocate and contributing to 
the deterioration of urban centers [1]. Finally, it costs consumers in terms of higher priced goods. The cost of 
shoplifting is very high and it cuts into the profit margin of the retailer and is paid for by the consumer. It requires 
stores to invest in more complex security devices [3].
The first step for retailers hoping to reduce their losses to shoplifting is to create a strong antitheft policy and 
publicize it among customers and employees alike. In preparing a policy, it is important to note that deterring theft is 
usually less expensive than apprehending and prosecuting thieves. In addition, retailers must be familiar with the 
shoplifting laws in their states, particularly in light of recent incidents involving the assault of alleged shoplifters by 
store security guards [1]. Some states require individuals to exit a store before they can be accused of shoplifting, for 
example. Experts suggest that small business owners consult with local police or their insurance company to obtain 
assistance in setting up an antitheft program [4].
In order to address the problem of employee theft, retailers can use integrity questionnaires and conduct reference 
checks when hiring new employees. In addition, software solutions exist to help retailers detect point-of-sale errors 
and fraud. Another way that the small retailers can help prevent shoplifting is to buy merchandise from established 
sources. In many cases, professional shoplifters steal from major retail chains and then resell the merchandise to 
small, local stores [4]. A good rule of thumb is that if you are able to buy merchandise less expensively than a big 
chain, then it is probably stolen merchandise. The challenge idea of this research it presents the mobile explorer, the 
mobile multimedia guide application camera develop as the result of the BOB implementation phase as an outlook 
on future work.
Store detectives may be self-employed on a contract basis but most are employees of the retailer, of a security
firm with an outsourcing arrangement with the retailer, or of an agency with a similar agreement. The job involves 
patrolling stores in the role of an ordinary shopper, watching for shoplifters. The detective follows any shopper 
behaving suspiciously, and keeps records of such observations. The key difference between a store detective and a 
security guard is that the former's role is covert. If they observe an individual shoplifting, they may prevent them 
from leaving the store until the merchandise is returned or paid for. Alternatively they may also decide to 
arrest/temporarily detain a shoplifter - until law enforcement arrives at a retail outlet so as the suspect is dealt with in 
accordance with the law.
Most stores require their detectives to have stable work histories and no criminal record. Common background 
includes the armed services, fire & rescue services, security and policing. In the UK, distance learning courses in 
store detection are offered by The Security Industry Training Organization. Training in Security Studies is available 
from numerous training providers - at various levels.
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2. Re-creation
Retailers have a number of security measures available to them to help deter potential shoplifters. A good place to 
start is by training employees to recognize and report suspicious behavior. Visible security measures are another 
valuable way to deter shoplifters [5]. Security gates in doorways, security cameras in obvious locations, and 
uniformed security guards patrolling the store are all strong deterrents. Many retailers choose to reduce the temptation
to steal by putting items that have high theft rates behind counters or giving them electronic article surveillance 
(EAS) tags. These methods have drawbacks, however, because limiting customer access to items reduces sales, 
while applying antitheft tags to items is labor intensive [4], [5].
Most retailers have little to no protection at their main and side entrances. Lack of knowledge and equipment 
leads owners vulnerable to theft on a large scale. Equipment is available for retail owners to protect this sensitive 
area and deter theft. Many companies provide this service, and many fail to provide any real protection beyond 
visible barriers. Investing in the proper technology is the most important decision you can make as a store owner. 
We are looking for systems that provide fire route access, greeting and voice tracks interacting with both your 
customers and staff, is upgradable in its technology and lastly is able withstand the day to day operations of your 
store.
A relatively new weapon in the fight against shoplifting is source tags. A source tag is a type of EAS tag that is 
applied by the manufacturer usually inside the container or packaging rather than by the retailer. The usage of 
source tags is growing, particularly in the areas of health and beauty aids and over-the-counter drugs. Some source 
tags can be used for both security and inventory control. In the future, the technology might even be used for tracing 
stolen merchandise that is resold to other stores. Source tagging help to provide valued customers with low-cost 
products and the perpetual inventory they are looking for  allows  to enhance sales and focus on resources on how  
can better serve the customers.
Loss prevention personnel will patrol the store acting as if they are real shoppers. They may try on merchandise and 
browse the racks, all the while looking for signs of shoplifting and looking for possible shoplifters. Many large retail 
companies use this technique, and will watch a shoplifter conceal an item then stop them after they have exited the 
store. These types of personnel must follow a strict set of rules because of very high liability risks. Many big retail 
or grocery stores like Wal-Mart, Rite Aid, Zellers, Lob Laws, etc. have a loss prevention officer to keep an eye out for 
shoplifters or to catch runaways. Most of these stores use secret codes to alert management, LPs and associates of 
shoplifters. LP is a very crucial job in that they act as an ordinary shopper and have to follow the suspects all around 
the store by foot or by joining the cameras, and watch every move the person makes so that they don't face a lawsuit 
for apprehending the wrong person.
Some expensive merchandise will be in a locked case requiring an employee to get items at a customer's request. 
The customer is either required to purchase the merchandise immediately or it is left at the checkout area for the 
customer to purchase when finishing shopping. This prevents the customer from having a chance to conceal the 
item. Another way of locking merchandise, especially popular in liquor stores, is to place a secure, store-
administered hard-plastic cap on a regular bottle top. Once purchased, the clerk will remove the cap with a store key. 
It is not otherwise easily removable.
Many stores also lock CDs and DVDs and video games in locking cases, which can only be opened by the 
checkout operator once the item has gone through the checkout. Some stores will use dummy cases, also known as 
"dead boxes", where the box or case on the shelf is entirely empty and the customer will not be given the item they 
have paid for until the transaction has been completed, usually by other store staff. Some stores have been known to 
take this idea further by filling the dummy cases or boxes with a weight, similar to the weight of the actual item by 
using a weight specially made to fit inside the box. This causes the shoplifter to think that the box is full, trying to 
steal it and ending up with nothing. This is especially popular in movie rental stores such as Blockbuster [6].
Bottom of basket mirrors are commonly used in grocery stores where the checkout lanes are close together and 
the cashier might be unable to see the entire basket to ensure payment of all items. CCTV camera systems are 
common to almost all loss prevention departments. The obvious benefits of CCTV camera is that the investigator 
can gain a better view of a suspect, record incidents, and not reveal themselves to shoplifting suspects. Some 
retailers use two-man teams in which one person uses the CCTV camera system to detect shoplifters and a floor man
follows the suspect and apprehends them. Retailers focusing on loss prevention often devote most of their resources 
to this technology. Using CCTVs to apprehend shoplifters in the act requires full-time human monitoring of the 
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cameras. Sophisticated CCTV systems discriminate the scenes to detect and segregate suspicious behavior from 
numerous screens and to enable automatic alerting. However, the attentiveness of the surveillance personnel may be 
threatened by false reliance on automatics. CCTV is more effective if used in conjunction with electronic article 
surveillance (EAS) systems. The EAS system will warn of a potential shoplifter and the video may provide evidence 
for prosecution if the shoplifter is allowed to pass checkout points or leave store premises with no bought 
merchandise [6]. Most systems now record digitally as opposed to using videotapes. Many systems now include a 
computer server that stores recorded video for months at a time. Digital cameras overlooking registers have greatly 
increased the number of internal cash thefts being resolved.
A smart camera is flush-mounted in the checkout lane, continuously watching for items. When an item is 
detected and recognized, its UPC information is sent directly through an Ethernet connection to the POS. The 
cashier verifies the items that were found under the basket and continues to close the transaction. The item can 
remain under the basket, and with BOB numerous attempts have been made over the years to combat this problem, 
from cashier training, lane redesign and mirrors, to video and infrared sensors. The common problem with these 
efforts however, is that they can’t integrate with the POS. They can’t recognize what the BOB item is and link it to 
the item’s UPC [5]. That means that they can’t ring up items before they’re lost, they can’t deter collusion, and they 
can’t stop cashiers from ignoring that an item is on the bottom of the cart [7].
Bottom of basket loss (BOB) occurs when an item is placed on the lower tray of a shopping cart and the cashier 
forgets to check the lower tray for items, resulting in the item not being paid for. What makes this form of shrink 
unique is that it may happen intentionally or unintentionally. All estimates for the dollar amount lost in this manner 
are over $2 billion US per year in North America alone, or $7 per checkout lane per day [8]. There are a few 
products on the market to help prevent this loss. The most common are mirrors mounted across the checkout lane. 
Some stores have camera systems pointed at the lower tray with monitors for each cashier. Neither of these systems 
works effectively because the problem is not visibility alone, but the inattentive cashier or forgetful customer.
A newer type of system actively monitors the checkout lane and alerts when an item is detected on the lower tray 
of the shopping cart. The alarm will trigger when anything is on the lower tray including products, bags, or coats, 
but uses technology to distinguish the difference between a shopping cart and a person or bag passing through the 
lane, in order to accurately activate and begin scanning for items. Unfortunately, all these types of "alarm" systems 
have not proven any significant decrease in BOB loss as the cashier tends to ignore these alarms within 3 months of 
installation [8]. And there is no way of knowing if the cashier simply ignored the alarm.
Fig. 1 Example of BOB camera under of cashier lane
When the system is activated, it stores the image of any items that were detected and records the check stand 
number, time and date of the detection [5]. It has an available acknowledge bottom that when pressed by the cashier, 
records verification that the cashier viewed the image.
At that time, the video unit enables and the customer views the product scanning activity. When the customer 
moves away from area, the unit resets and awaits the next customer. The unit has a video output port available that 
allow the video to be sent to another monitor up to 100 feets from the unit, to allow remote monitoring of the self 
checkout terminal activity [9]. An optional second camera feature allows a second camera and monitor to be 
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attached into the system. This second camera option would permit the system to display, for example, a view of the 
bottom of basket at the same time the customer is at the self checkout terminal [10].
3. Cost Reduction
Cashier error and cost of available solutions are the main roadblocks in retailer efforts to reduce "Bottom of the 
Basket" shrink. Among 80% cited cashier error as the leading source of bottom-of-the-basket (Bob) loss. Almost 
half (47.5 %) attributed this loss to shopper theft, while 45% named shopper error as the main culprit [10]. Only 
12.5% of retailer participants cashier theft is the cause.
 
Fig. 2. Recreate of BOB camera data detector system
While retailers see Bob shrink as a major problem, so is the problem of addressing it. More than 67% of retailer 
participants the cost of available technology solutions is a challenge they face in Bob loss preventing. Other 
challenges include too much retailer intervention required, reduction of lane productivity, and customer satisfaction 
issues. While continued collusion between cashiers and shoppers is also an issue, and retailer participants cited it.
All supermarkets experience shrink   the difference between the retails value of product received and the value 
for that same product at the point of sale. The average supermarket, reported annual store sales of $21,996,016 and, 
at 2.76% of retail sales, lost $607,730 to retail shrinks. To contrast, the average supermarket makes about 1.35% net 
profit meaning, for every $1.35 made they lost $2.79 to unknown causes. This one fact is the main reason why 
shrink control is one of the most important and vital tasks in supermarket management today [9].
Fig. 3 Reduce the average store losses.
Of the $607,730 lost to overall shrink, the average store losses $58,890 (9.7%) to items leaving their stores 
undetected on the bottom of the basket (BOB). This is the loss that Store-Scan has helped resolve in over 30,000 
lanes since 1994. No other company can make that claim [9]. 
Another source of external loss is found in items left on the bottom of the basket (BOB) during checkout. 
Respondents found that in 2005 almost 18% of customers had at least one item under their cart [10]. Of those 
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customers, retailers estimated that over 2% went undetected by cashiers. Respondents calculated a $12.10 the 
average value for each item at the bottom of the basket. The impact of undetected Bob items, the average 
supermarket has sales of just under $22 million and an average transaction value of $16.27, therefore, respondents in
this survey have an average of 1,351,937 customers per year. If 18%, or 243,349 of these customers customer have 
items under their cart and the average value of these items is $12.10, then there is $2,944,519 at the bottom of 
customers' baskets annually. If 2% of these transactions are   undetected by cashiers, annual shrink per store from 
BOB is $58,890, or approximately $15 per lane per day [9].
 
Fig. 4 Flow chart of GUIS with BOB camera system
4. Discussion and Related Future work
Although the crime of shoplifting may be prosecuted under general larceny statutes, most jurisdictions have 
established a specific category for shoplifting. Statutes vary widely, but generally the elements of shoplifting are 
willfully taking possession of or concealing UN purchased goods that are offered for sale with the intention of 
converting the merchandise to the taker's personal use without paying the purchase price. Possession or concealment 
of goods typically encompasses actions both on and outside the premises. Concealment is generally understood in 
terms of common usage. Therefore, covering an object to keep it from sight constitutes concealment, as would other 
methods of hiding an object from a shop owner. A shopper's actions and demeanor in the store, her lack of money to 
pay for merchandise, and the placement of an object out of a retailer's direct view are all examples of circumstantial 
evidence that may establish intent. This goal can be realized only through BOB (camera) loss-preventing and in the 
future work efficient spectrum management techniques of Graphic User Interface (GUIS), 3D visualization and 
mobile explorer etc.
5. Conclusion
Shoplifting costs businesses billions of dollars every year. To enable store owners to recoup some of their losses, 
most states have enacted civil recovery or civil demand statutes. These laws enable retailers to seek restitution from 
shoplifters. Criminal prosecution is not a prerequisite to a civil demand request. Typically, a representative of or 
attorney for a victimized business demands a statutorily set compensation in a letter to the offender. If an offender 
does not respond favorably to the civil demand letter, the retailer may bring an action in small claims court or 
another appropriate forum. According to our concept in the beginning of this section we will name this concept 
related work with BOB camera for product safety protecting as BOB Loss-Preventing. Finally, in the future work, 
Graphic user interface GUIS, 3D visualization and mobile explorer and the multimedia guide application our 
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research will be used as backup or developed the result of the BOB camera implementation phase for real time loss-
preventing and explore danger zone easily for loss-preventing in modern trade retail that addressing more reduce 
and cut down cost in hyper competition era. 
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